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Abstract

In early 2019, NASA’s InSight lander successfully deployed a single three-component very broadband seismometer (VBB) on the

surface of Mars to detect and characterize marsquakes. Using these data, we present a method to infer the source mechanisms

of marsquakes from waveforms of P and S waves recorded at a single station. We show that the three events with the highest

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a robust distance estimate S0173a, (May 23rd 2019), S0235b, (July 27th 2019) and S0183a,

(June 3rd 2019) are all likely the results of normal faulting, suggesting an extensional regime mainly oriented south-east north-

west in the respective source regions, Cerberus Fossae and Orcus Patera. We quantify the uncertainty of our solutions by

comparing results of a direct inversion with a grid-search method.
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Abstract27

In early 2019, NASA’s InSight lander successfully deployed a single three-component very28

broadband seismometer (VBB) on the surface of Mars to detect and characterize marsquakes.29

Using these data, we present a method to infer the source mechanisms of marsquakes30

from waveforms of P and S waves recorded at a single station. We show that the three31

events with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a robust distance estimate S0173a,32

(May 23rd 2019), S0235b, (July 27th 2019) and S0183a, (June 3rd 2019) are all likely33

the results of normal faulting, suggesting an extensional regime mainly oriented south-34

east north-west in the respective source regions, Cerberus Fossae and Orcus Patera. We35

quantify the uncertainty of our solutions by comparing results of a direct inversion with36

a grid-search method.37

Plain Language Summary38

As time passes, the mysterious interior of Mars is slowly being unraveled thanks39

to the detection and analysis of marsquakes with a seismograph carried by the InSight40

lander. Over 300 marsquakes have so far been identified, yet only a handful of those show41

similarities to earthquakes. Those earth-like events are located near the Cerberus Fos-42

sae and Orcus Patera regions. We take advantage of the marsquakes showing similar-43

ities with earthquakes by applying a methodology developed for earthquake character-44

ization before the abundance of recorders on Earth. We find that the marsquakes in these45

source regions are dominated by Mars pulling apart rather than compressing. This is im-46

portant information to further understand what causes these marsquakes.47

1 Introduction48

On the 26th of November 2018, NASA’s InSight lander successfully touched down49

on the martian surface in Elysium Planitia. Among other instruments the lander trans-50

ported a single three-component very broadband seismometer (VBB) to measure seis-51

mic events (Lognonné et al., 2019). These measurements are used to determine the seis-52

mic activity level and eventually the internal structure of Mars. Up to December 31st53

2019, 383 seismic events have been detected by the Marsquake service (MQS) (InSight54

Marsquake Service, 2020; J. Clinton et al., 2018) and assigned to different classes (Banerdt55

et al., 2020; Giardini et al., 2020; Lognonné et al., 2020). In this work, we infer the source56

mechanisms of three marsquakes with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a ro-57

bust distance estimate that are part of the low frequency family of events (InSight Marsquake58

Service, 2020). These marsquakes occurred on solar day (sol) 173 (event S0173a, May59

23rd 2019), 183 (event S0183a, June 3rd 2019) and 235 (event S0235b, July 27th 2019).60

The MQS located these events in the vicinity of the Cerberus Fossae and Orcus Patera61

regions (Giardini et al., 2020), as illustrated in Figure 1.62

From imaging faults, detailed studies on their systems and potentially seismically63

induced rock falls, Cerberus Foassae had been considered a primary seismically active64

region on Mars before landing (Knapmeyer et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2013; Roberts et65

al., 2012). Both events S0173a and S0235b are located close to this region. Moment ten-66

sor solutions offer additional insights in establishing the dominant source mechanism by67

revealing the fault type and fault orientations, but it is difficult with sparse networks or68

single stations . Moment tensor inversion with the Apollo dataset recorded on the moon69

has not been possible, mainly due to the high amount of scattering in the seismic data70

(Knapmeyer & Weber, 2010).71

Since we are limited to a single-station source inversion, it is necessary to extract72

as much information as possible out of one seismogram. Earlier terrestrial approaches73

in single station source inversion were mainly based on surface waves (Giardini et al.,74

1993, 1994), however surface waves have as of yet not been identified in the InSight seis-75
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Orcus
Patera

Figure 1. Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter shaded relief of Elysium Planitia from (Giardini et

al., 2020). The location of the InSight lander (yellow triangle) is illustrated with respect to events

S0235b (latitude: 11◦ & longitude: 161◦), S0173a (latitude: 3◦ & longitude: 165◦) and S0183a

(latitude: 23◦ & longitude: 177◦). The ellipsoids indicate distance uncertainties on the source lo-

cation. Black and red lines present reverse and normal mapped faults, respectively. Probabilistic

beach ball solutions determined for each marsquake point towards their location.

mic dataset (Giardini et al., 2020). Accordingly, we use the waveforms of P and S phases76

(direct phases) of the VBB data (InSight Mars SEIS Data Service, 2019) to solve the in-77

verse problem of seismic sources, an approach that has been used in multi-station set-78

tings on earth (Kennett et al., 2000; Vallée et al., 2011; Garcia et al., 2013; S. Stähler79

& Sigloch, 2014; S. C. Stähler & Sigloch, 2016). We propose a thorough characteriza-80

tion approach that includes a substantial amount of tests to obtain a stable source so-81

lution. We use simultaneously a direct inversion and a grid-search method to ensure a82

valid solution. These methods attempt to fit synthetic waveforms with the observed wave-83

forms. The direct P and S wave trains of event S0173a and S0235b show a clear P and84

S arrival and a distinct polarization. Therefore, both direct phases are confidently used85

for the source inversion. For event S0183a no S waves are observed with high certainty.86

Therefore, inference of the focal mechanism associated with this event is performed us-87

ing solely P waves.88

2 Data89

We determine the focal mechanism of only three high quality low frequency marsquakes,90

discussed in the introduction, due to their Earth-like characteristics. This allows us to91

apply methodologies that are developed for Earth on marsquakes. The distance, back-92

azimuth (BAZ) and location were estimated by the MQS (InSight Marsquake Service,93

2020) using methods described in Khan et al. (2016); Böse et al. (2017); J. Clinton et94

al. (2018). The distance and BAZ for each event are listed in Table 1 and their location95

is specified in the caption of Figure 1.96

We use the continuous seismic records of the VBB sampled at 20 Hz and rotate the97

axes to their vertical (Z), radial (R) and transverse (T) components. The back azimuth98
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. A comparison of seismograms for the three events discussed in this paper. (a) A

band-pass filter of 0.2-0.4 Hz applied to the data and each event is scaled to fit the maximum

absolute amplitude of the first 7 seconds of event S0235b. (b) Original data passed through their

individual band-pass filter that is specified in Table 1. The recordings of events S0235b, S0173

and S0183a are illustrated in red, green and blue, respectively. The gray dashed lines represent

the start and end of the inversion window. The black solid lines illustrate the P and S phase

arrivals. The light-gray and light-green area represent the higher weighted part of the waveform

and the glitch recording for event S0173a, respectively.

is used to construct the rotated components. To determine the source solutions, we se-99

lect a 30 second time window around each phase pick (P and S) on all components ex-100

cept the T component of the P phase, because P wave energy does not arrive on the T101

component. Figure 2 illustrates the windowed P wave on the Z component (PZ) and the102

S wave on the T component (ST) recordings of the three marsquakes shown with bold103

colored lines. Extra weight is added to the first 7 seconds of the window, indicated by104

the light-gray area, forcing the inversion to prioritize fitting the first polarity of the wave-105

forms. The additional coda included in the inversion is, however, crucial to stabilize the106

source solution such that solutions at the nodal planes are avoided, because these nodal107

plane solutions are extremely unstable. The green box highlights a glitch, an artifact of108

the seismometer described in Scholz et al. (2020), in the recorded data of S0173a, there-109

fore this part of the recordings is excluded from the inversion.110

Figure 2 shows the available data of the three marsquakes. Figure 2a shows the marsquake111

recordings overlapped in amplitude and filtered with a band-pass filter of 0.2-0.4 Hz to112

be able to compare the P and S polarities of the events. The amplitude scaling is ap-113

plied to amplify the relatively weak S wave amplitude in the original data of event S0183a.114

The first 7 seconds of PZ is very similar for all three marsquakes. Yet, event S0235b shows115

dissimilarities on ST for the first 7 seconds with respect to event S0173a and S0183a. The116

comparable initial polarities of PZ and ST for event S0173a and S0183a indicate source117

solutions of the same kind.118

Figure 2b illustrates the original data, where each event is filtered with a band-pass119

filter that is specified in Table 1. These band-pass filters pass the highest energy for both120

P and S body waves to emphasize the onset of the phase arrival and are used for the source121

inversion.122

3 Inversion approaches123

For our direct inversion and grid-search method, we incorporate prior knowledge124

(reproduced in Table 1) on the location, origin time and phase arrival times for each event125

provided by the MQS to condition the inverse problem. We consider five different parts126

of the waveform of each 30 seconds to infer the source solutions. The seismograms are127
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Table 1. Event and pre-processing parameters.

Source Parameters S0235b S0173a S0183a

Event quality A A C

BAZ 74◦ 91◦ 61◦

Epicentral distance 25◦ 29◦ 43◦

Origin Date 2019-07-26 2019-05-23 2019-06-03

Origin Time 12:16:15 02:19:33 02:22:17

P-Pick 12:19:19 02:22:59 02:27:45

S-Pick 12:22:06 02:25:54 02:32:09

Mw 3.6 (M0 = 3.16e+14) 3.6 (M0 = 3.16e+14) 3.1 (M0=5.62e+13)

Bodywave attenuation (t∗) P: 1.2 1.2 1.2
S: 1.5 1.6 -

Bandpass corner frequencies (Hz) 0.1– 0.9 0.1 – 0.7 0.2 – 0.4

filtered with a non-zero-phase fourth order band-pass butterworth filter. The corner fre-128

quencies of the band-pass filter applied to each event are specified in Table 1.129

Both inversion methods fit synthetic waveforms to the 3 component marsquake data.130

Synthetic seismograms are extracted from a broadband waveform database (Instaseis)131

down to a period of 1 second. This database uses precomputed waveform simulations132

and interpolation to synthesize high-fidelity seismic recordings much faster than wave-133

field simulation can achieve (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2014; Van Driel et al., 2015). The seis-134

mograms are generated using synthetic data corresponding to a pre-existing purely lay-135

ered velocity model. We apply two of these models for our source inversions, shown in136

Figure A1. These velocity models are based on general assumptions of the bulk chem-137

istry, mineralogy and geotherm from previous studies established mainly from Martian138

meteorites (Khan & Connolly, 2008; Rivoldini et al., 2011; Khan et al., 2018) and insta-139

seis databases for those are publicly available (J. F. Clinton et al., 2017; Ceylan et al.,140

2017). The first model includes new upper-crustal layering information based on esti-141

mated receiver functions (Lognonné et al., 2020) to explain the slightly earlier arrivals142

of the S waves on the R and T component with respect to the Z component. The crustal143

thickness of this model is expected to be relatively thin, where the Moho is located at144

24 km depth. The second model that we used consists of a thick crust (Moho at 77 km).145

These two dissimilar velocity models can therefore be used to assess the stability of the146

source solution with respect to crustal thickness.147

The synthetic seismograms are computed in a purely elastic velocity model and con-148

volved with a source time function (STF) simulating the effect of body wave attenua-149

tion. This is defined for both P and S by integrating the quality factor (Q) over the ray150

path of the seismic phase, which is expressed in terms of the t∗ value. The t∗ values for151

both P and S phases for each marsquake are specified in Table 1.152

3.1 Direct inversion153

Our direct inversion method solves the inverse problem of seismic sources using a154

linear time domain moment tensor inversion. The synthetic data are constructed by mul-155

tiplying Green’s function components corresponding to an impulse response at the source156
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location with the individual moment tensor components. This can be captured in a matrix-157

vector product158

dobs = Gm (1)

where G and m represent the Green’s function matrix and a vector representation of the159

moment tensor components, respectively. We use Equations 6,7 and 8 from Minson and160

Dreger (2008) to define our Green’s function. The isotropic component of the moment161

tensor is assumed to be zero, which allows us to express the moment tensor in terms of162

five independent components. We can compute a generalized inverse using a stacked ver-163

sion of the data and their corresponding fundamental Green’s function to estimate the164

individual moment tensor components:165

mest = (GTCT
d CdG)−1GTCT

d Cddobs (2)

where mest = [mxx, myy, mxy, mxz, myz]T represent the 5 independent components166

of the moment tensor. Cd is the data covariance matrix that incorporates the standard167

deviation, σ, of a 30 second window before the phase arrival on each component. Because168

each trace has an individual σ value, the covariance matrix is a block diagonal matrix169

constructed from 5 individual unit matrices multiplied with the relevant σ2 value. As170

mentioned before, we apply more weight to the first 7 seconds of the data (i.e. 140 sam-171

ples) using a weighting factor w that is 1 for the first 7 seconds and 3 for the rest of the172

trace. The value of 3 was found to be a good compromise between stability and qual-173

ity of fit. Thus, Cd is given by174

Cd(k + i× nt, k + i× nt) = σ2
i wk (3)

where k represents the number of samples, i refers to the number of traces and nt is equal175

to the length of the traces.176

Finally, we decompose the moment tensor into its double-couple (DC) and com-177

pensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) component following Jost and Herrmann (1989).178

By assuming the isotropic component to be zero and using only a single-station, we use179

the CLVD component as a measure of stability. The moment tensor is splitted into an180

isotropic and deviatoric component expressed in terms of the eigenvectors and eigenval-181

ues to perform the decomposition. The ratio between the minimum and maximum eigen-182

value, respectively emin and emax, represents the measure of DC component with respect183

to the CLVD component:184

ε =
|emin|
emax

. (4)

Thus, ε provides information on the energy ratio of CLVD to DC in the moment ten-185

sor.186

The DC part of the moment tensor solution is used to compute synthetic waveforms187

such that it is possible to calculate a measure of fit based on a sample-wise difference188

between the observed and synthetic data, i.e. the `2-norm (misfit):189

χ2 =
1

2
(dobs − dsyn)TC−1

d (dobs − dsyn) (5)

where dobs and dsyn represent the selected part of the observed and synthetic waveform190

used for the inversion, respectively.191

3.2 Grid-search method192

A grid-search (GS) method was developed to systematically explore the model space193

for purely double-couple sources to validate the DC source solutions obtained from the194

direct inversion. The moment tensor is expressed in terms of 4 independent components:195

the scalar moment (M0) and the three unique orientation angles, strike (φ), dip (δ) and196

rake (λ). In this study the up-south-east (USE) coordinate system convention with up197
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(r), south (θ) and east (φ) is used. We investigate a range of fault angle combinations198

with a 20◦ interval for the strike angle and a 15◦ interval for the dip and rake angle. For199

each step in the GS method a scaling factor between the envelopes of the observed and200

synthetic waveforms is calculated and used to re-scale the synthetic waveform. This scal-201

ing factor is directly linked to the scalar moment (M0) estimation202

M0 =
1

2
·
∑
|dobs,PZ + dobs,ST|∑
|dsyn,PZ + dsyn,ST|

(6)

We choose only the PZ and ST trace to estimate M0 as they should represent the P and203

S phase arrivals the clearest. For each point in the grid search we calculate the misfit204

using Equation 5, where dsyn is re-scaled by the estimated M0 determined in Equation 6.205

We store the ten orientation angle combinations that result in the lowest misfit.206

4 Implementation207

The misfit measure calculated in Equation 5 expects, on average, an error between208

observed and synthetic waveforms equal to the difference per sample. This measure de-209

termines the variance reduction of the synthetic waveform with respect to the variance210

of the noise.211

To understand the impact of the source depth on both algorithms, we apply the212

direct inversion and grid-search method to multiple depths ranging from 5 km to 90 km213

with 3 km interval steps. For each depth interval we store a single optimal source solu-214

tion calculated by the direct inversion and ten fault angle combinations that result in215

the lowest misfit computed by the GS method. This allows us to compare the various216

source solutions determined from both methods over depth.217

Since we are limited to only a single-station, we tested different scenarios to eval-218

uate the stability of the solutions. Here, we describe 5 of these. For each scenario, we219

performed the GS and direct inversion at the mentioned depth range, i.e. 29 different220

depths.221

In addition, we implement a synthetic test to check the performance of the direct222

inversion and GS method. We create events artificially and use the two methods to es-223

timate the sources of these events. The results of these tests are illustated in Figure B1.224

4.1 P and S wave inversion225

Figures 3a and 3b show the source solutions for event S0235b and S0173a, respec-226

tively. These solutions are inferred from inverting both P and S phases using the 1D struc-227

tural model with a crustal thickness of 24 km (blue line in Figure A1).228

Figures 3a and 3b show ten solutions with the lowest misfit value inferred from the229

GS method computed at a depth of 56 km and 29 km, respectively. These depths are230

selected based on relatively low misfit and epsilon values. Figure 3c and 3d illustrate the231

optimal solution of the direct inversion computed at the same selected depths as in Fig-232

ure 3a and 3b. Figures 3e and 3f show the trend of the misfit and the epsilon values with233

depth.234

4.2 P wave inversion235

Solely P waves were used to infer the source solutions of event S0183a. Figures 4a236

and 4b show the probabilistic beachballs together with the corresponding waveforms of237

the ten GS solutions with the lowest misfit values at 29 km and 41 km depth for event238

S0183a, respectively. We do not present the optimal source solution determined from the239

direct inversion, since its solution is highly non-unique.240
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S0235b

Full DC CLVD

(a)

(c)

(e)

S0173a
(b)

(d)

(f)

Full DC CLVD

Figure 3. P and S wave inversion for a thin crustal model: Inversion results of the

direct inversion (red) and GS method (blue) using a 24 km crustal thickness. Figure (a) and (c)

and Figure (b) and (d) show results computed at 56 km and 29 km depth, respectively. (a,b):

A probabilistic beachball and the waveform representation of the 10 best solutions computed by

the GS at the selected depth. The ray piercing-points of P, S and pP are indicated by the black

dots in the beachball. Gray dashed lines in the waveform plot represent the start and end of the

inversion window. Light-gray area represents the higher weighted part of the waveform. (c,d):

Focal mechanism and waveforms of the direct inversion. The beachballs from left to right: the

full MT solution and decomposition into DC and the CLVD. (e,f): The misfit and the epsilon

values with depth. The blue and red beachballs show the source solutions belonging to their

misfit values. The dashed gray line denotes the selected depth of the Moho and the purple area

indicates the range of depths with preferred source solutions.
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(a) (b) S0183aS0183a

Figure 4. P wave inversion for a shallow crustal model: Inversion results of the GS

method using a 24 km crustal model. Figure (a) and (b) show results computed at a depth of

29 km and 41 km, respectively. The probabilistic beachball and the waveform Figures are struc-

tured the same as in Figure 3a and 3b. The solid gray vertical lines denote the first arriving P

and S phase and later arriving phases pP, sP and PP calculated using ray-tracing.

4.3 Varying crustal thicknesses241

We assessed the influence of a larger crustal thickness (e.g. 77 km) on the stabil-242

ity of the source solutions. The results for this test are shown in Figure C1. The solu-243

tions for event S0235b remain stable over depth for a deep crustal model. Yet, the sta-244

bility decreases closer to the Moho. The stability of the source solutions of event S0173a245

decreases using a deep crustal model compared to the results of the shallow crustal model.246

Accordingly, the epsilon values illustrated in Figure C1f increased compared to Figure 3f247

indicating a less reliable solution.248

4.4 Including a S shadow-zone249

As mentioned, only a few velocity models out of an extensive database proposed250

by the MQS show a stable match for S-P travel time differences. The majority of the251

unstable models predict an S wave shadow-zone starting around 20◦ (Giardini et al., 2020).252

To not exclude the possibility of such a S wave shadow-zone, we have tested the influ-253

ence on the source solutions by interchanging the S phase arrival with a secondary SS254

phase arrival. The inferred source solutions of the direct inversion using P and SS waves255

are comparable with the solutions of inverting P and S waves. Yet, the GS solutions show256

to be unstable for the P and SS wave inversion.257

4.5 Varying the band-pass filters258

We investigated the the stability of the source solutions for event S0235b and S0173a259

by applying a more narrow band-pass filter with corner frequencies from 5 to 8 seconds.260

We present the inversion results of this test in Figure C3. The moment tensor solutions261

determined from these inversions remain very stable, especially below the Moho.262
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5 Results263

In the following, we discuss our preferred source solutions of the three marsquakes264

(S0235b, S0173a and S0183a) resulting from the approach obtained in Section 4. For each265

event we select a depth range that comprises a set of stable solutions with relatively low266

misfit and epsilon values. Note that we present only the DC component of the source267

solution, which is characterized by two identical solutions: the fault plane and auxiliary268

plane solution. Our most stable (and thus preferred) source solutions are established from269

using a shallow crustal model. This is in agreement with recent findings on crustal in-270

formation (Lognonné et al., 2020).271

Additionally, we present the magnitude estimate for each marsquake for the selected272

depth range. These estimates deviate no more than a magnitude of 0.3 compared to the273

magnitude estimates determined in Giardini et al. (2020). The results that we present274

are based on a fixed epicenter provided by the MQS.275
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Figure 5. Histograms of the strike, dip and rake angle for the source solutions of the GS

method determined from the preferred depth ranges. (a): depth range from 50 km to 65 km for

event S0235b, (b): depth range from 26 km to 44 km for event S0173a and (c): depth range

from 26 km to 44 km for event S0183a. The frequency indicated on the Y-axis is normalized and

weighted by the actual misfit values.
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Table 2. The most frequent source solution illustrated in Figure 5.

Source solutions S0235b S0173a S0183a

Strike 40 320 60

Dip 0 60 60

Rake -150 -15 -135

Magnitude (M0) 3.3 (1.18e+14) 3.4 (1.65e+14) 3.3 (9.68e+13)

5.1 S0235b276

The purple box in Figure 3e illustrates the desired depth range from 50 km to 65 km277

for a stable source solution of event S0235b. The parameters for the stable source so-278

lutions of the GS within this depth range are illustrated in the histogram shown in Fig-279

ure 5a. We summed all the solutions within this depth range and weighted them by the280

exponent of the negative misfit value. The most frequent source solution is presented in281

Table 2. This result describes a west-east orientated dip-slip to normal fault regime.282

5.2 S0173a283

The purple box in Figure 3f illustrates the desired depth range from 26 km to 44 km284

for for a stable source solution of event S0235b. The parameters for the stable source285

solutions of the GS within this depth range are illustrated in the histogram shown in Fig-286

ure 5b. Again, we summed all the solutions within this depth range and weighted them287

by the exponent of the negative misfit value. The most frequent source solution is pre-288

sented in Table 2. This result describes a south-east north-west orientated normal fault289

regime.290

5.3 S0183a291

Event S0183a has a low S wave amplitude. The available structural models are not292

able to produce such a weak S wave signal given the estimated source location. There-293

fore, we invert solely P waves for this event to determine the source solution, see Fig-294

ure 4. The beachballs solutions illustrate non-unique moment tensor solutions, which is295

expected from only inverting P waves.296

Regardless the amplitude, the polarity of the P and the S wave of event S0183a and297

event S0173a are similar, as illustrated in Figure 2a. This provides an additional veri-298

fication to the source solution of event S0183a due to an expected source solution com-299

parable to event S0173a. We choose the same preferred depth range as event S0173a for300

event S0183a to define the source solutions. The preferred solutions is specified in Ta-301

ble 2 and Figure 5c. The corresponding fault regime, a south-east north-west orientated302

normal fault regime, is very similar to the regime determined for event S0173a.303

6 Discussion304

Our inversion methods are focused on fitting the first 7 seconds of the waveforms,305

because after those 7 seconds other phases arrive (e.g. depth phases, secondary phases,306

etc.) that are highly dependent on the structural model. Some of these later phase ar-307

rivals are emphasized with vertical gray lines in Figure 4. These phases are key to de-308

termine the event depth. In our current approach, it is therefore not feasible to deter-309

mine the depth of the marsquakes. Yet, we do have a preference for an event depth be-310
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low the Moho, as the source solution stabilizes below the Moho regardless of the abso-311

lute depth. Additionally, a thin crust is favored over a thick crust based on the fact that312

for the latter waveform fits are significantly worse for later arriving phases consistent with313

results from Lognonné et al. (2020). Note, however, that these later arriving phases (af-314

ter 7 seconds) are not included to constrain the source solution. Future work is needed315

to further constrain the crustal model with the information from these marsquakes by316

tracking down the later arriving phases in the waveform coda.317

We interpret event S0235b to originate at a deeper depth than event S0173a due318

to the latter’s more complex coda, possibly resulting from being closer to a reflecting in-319

terface, e.g. the Moho. The fact that higher amplitude waveforms arrive directly after320

the P wave for event S0173a strongly suggest that reflection/refraction phases are gen-321

erated from a nearby discontinuity. This is not observed for event S0235b.322

7 Conclusion323

In this work, we show that it is possible to obtain a stable source solution from the324

recordings of a single three-component very broadband seismometer. Additionally, we325

find that three low frequency marsquakes are all likely the results of normal faulting with326

a relatively steep dipping fault plane. This suggest an extensional regime mainly oriented327

south-east north-west in the respective source regions of the events, Cerberus Fossae and328

Orcus Patera. We quantified the uncertainty of our solutions by comparing results of a329

direct inversion with a grid-search method. We extensively tested the influence of crit-330

ical parameters (e.g. depth, structural model, filter parameters, etc.) on the stability of331

the source solutions. The solutions are relatively stable regardless of varying the depth332

and structural model, but all prefer a thin crust and an event depth below the Moho.333
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Appendix A Velocity models334

Here, we illustrate the structural velocity models that we used to infer the source335

solution of the marsquakes. Figure A1 presents two models with a shallow and a deep336

crust provided by the MQS. The thin crustal model (shown in blue) includes additional337

upper-crustal layering information based on recent receiver functions estimates.338

Figure A1. The P and S velocity and density of the first 100 km are illustrated for a thin and

thick crustal model in blue and red, respectively. The thin crustal model includes upper-crustal

layering information based on estimated receiver functions (Lognonné et al., 2020)

Appendix B Synthetic test339

We have tested the performance of the two source inversion methods on an event340

created synthetically, added with real Martian noise. We choose a synthetic event rather341

than an Earth event, because the tuning parameters for Mars and Earth events are in-342

compatible.343

The synthetic test event used here is located close to event S0235b with a latitude344

of 11◦ and a longitude of 170◦ at a depth of 45 km. The magnitude is Mw 3.1. The lo-345

cation of the recording station is identical to InSight lander. The 1D-velocity model used346

to create this synthetic event corresponds to the shallow crustal velocity model with the347

Moho at 24 km that we have used for the marsquake inversions as well, see Figure A1.348

We added noise to the synthetic seismograms to simulate real data. The noise corresponds349

to actual Martian noise recorded with the VBB during one sol.350

To test the performance of our inversion methods we invert events with different351

source mechanisms. Here, we show two main source types, a normal and a strike-slip fault,352

defined with a fixed dip and rake angle. We vary the strike angle, which is equivalent353

to changing the epicentral distance. Thus, we explore the influence of source-receiver lo-354

cation on the source solutions. Additionally, we analyse the effect of assuming an incor-355

rect depth on the source solutions.356

Figures B1a and B1b represent the inferred source solutions for respectively a pure357

normal fault and a pure strike-slip fault both with a strike angle of 60◦. The gray dashed358

line indicates the Moho depth and the green dashed line represents the true depth of the359

event.360
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Normal Fault Strike-slip Fault
True solution

Source inversion resultsSource inversion results

(a) (b)
True solution

Figure B1. The inversion results of the direct inversion (red) and GS method (blue) of (a) a

normal fault system and (b) a strike-slip fault system both with a strike angle of 60◦. The blue

and red beachballs show the source solutions belonging to their misfit values. The dashed gray

line denotes the selected depth of the Moho and green dotted line illustrates the ”true” depth

location.

Appendix C Test results361

To analyse the effect of a deep crustal model on the stability of the source solutions362

we invert the three Marsquakes with a 1D structural model with the MOHO at 77 km363

depth. Figures C1a, C1b and C2 show the inversion results for event S0235b, S0173a and364

S0183a, respectively. Figure C1a and C1c illustrate respectively the GS and direct in-365

version results at a depth of 56 km. Figure C1b and C1d show inversion results at a depth366

of 29 km. Figure C2a and C2b show GS results at a depth of 29 km and 41 km, respec-367

tively.368

Additionally, we show the result of applying a narrow band-pass filter with corner369

frequencies of 0.125 Hz and 0.2 Hz in Figure C3. The source solutions are very similar370

to the solutions obtained from a wider band-pass.371
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S0235b S0173a
(b)

(d)

(f)

Full DC CLVD

(a)

(c)

(e)

Full DC CLVD

Figure C1. P and S wave inversion using a deep crustal model: Inversion results

of the direct inversion (red) and GS method (blue) using a 77 km crustal model. (a),(c) and

(b),(d) show results computed at 56 km and 29 km depth, respectively. a-f contain the same

plot structure as in Figure 3.
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(a) (b) S0183aS0183a

Figure C2. P wave inversion using a deep crustal model: Inversion results of the GS

method using a 77 km crustal model. Figure (a) and (b) show results computed at a depth of

29 km and 41 km, respectively. The probabilistic beachball and the waveform Figures are struc-

tured the same as in Figure 3a and 3b. The solid gray vertical lines denote the first arriving P

and S phase and later arriving phases pP, sP and PP calculated using ray-tracing.
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S0235b

Full DC CLVD

(f)

S0173a
(b)

(d)
Full DC CLVD

(a)

(c)

(e)

Figure C3. P and S wave inversion using a narrow band-pass: Inversion results of the

direct inversion (red) and GS method (blue) using a 24 km crustal model. The corner frequencies

of the band-pass are 0.125 Hz and 0.2 Hz. (a,c) and (b,d) show results computed at 47 km and

29 km depth, respectively. a-f contain the same plot structure as in Figure 3.
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